
Day 3 – Mark Dunlea and the Welfare Challenge 
  
(Anti-hunger activists and faith representatives have pledged to live on the welfare basic 
grant for a week to see how difficult it is. For a single person, the basic grant for the week 
is $25.85 – or $3.69 a day. For a family of 2, it would be $41.31. For three, $46.20. The 
groups want Governor Spitzer to propose the first increase in the basic grant since 1990. 
Mark Dunlea of Hunger Action started his challenge on Jan. 1, 2008) 
 
I have to go down to Hunger Action’s New York City office today, catching the 8:10 AM 
train. This is a work activity, so for me the cost is covered. The roundtrip fare is $87.00 
(The normal rate is even higher but I get a lower rate by coming back at 8:20 PM). At 
three times the basic grant for the week, obviously PA participants aren’t going to visit 
friends or relatives in the City very often. Greyhound isn’t much better. Their fare is $76 
roundtrip and takes 40 minutes longer each way. 
 
The first crisis is that I discover that  my son has mistakenly taken my spinach hummus 
container with him back to college, thinking it was some pesto she had bought for him. 
When one is poor, one has to watch your food supplies carefully. One of the saddest 
things I hear from parents on Public Assistance is that they often have to require their 
children to ask permission if they want to eat something since their food allotment is so 
tight. I do manage to find an old container lying around, but the commercial heavily 
processed bread spread tastes nowhere near as good as the one I picked up at the Farmers 
Market 
 
I start each day by taking two pills for high blood pressure and some fish oil for some 
other reason. The co-pays under my health insurance plan are $10 for generic and $25 for 
brand name. Whenever my doctor starts me under a new pill, which he just did, it seems 
like its nongeneric for the first six months or so. So I spend about $1 day ($7 a week) for 
my various medications. (Office visits are $20.) Fortunately, co-pays are less if one is 
receiving Medicaid (50 cents for generic, $2 for brand). But when you have hardly any 
money, even nominal co-pays remain a barrier to getting health care. 
 
The next potential crisis is whether the car will start. It was the coldest night of the season 
of the year so far, falling almost to zero. My nine year old car with 160,000 miles on it is 
sluggish but eventually catches. I have AAA coverage but many PA recipients with old 
clunkers of course do not. If they can’t find a neighbor for a jump, they probably call a 
taxi cab for a jump since they are cheaper than a tow truck. 
 
The next challenge is that there is now a $3 to $5 tax called a parking fee at the new 
Rensselaer train station. This is my daily basic grant. Our Senate Majority leader and the 
politicians who built this boondoggle ($53 million, about $20 million over budget) didn’t 
bother to get any agreement from Amtrak before building the station. Since Amtrak felt 
the present station was just fine, they passed on the opportunity to come up with tens of 
millions of dollars to pay for it. To help raise the dough, we now pay for the privilege of 
paying in the parking lot that used to be free. PA participants of course can not afford to 



pay parking fees, so I park a number of blocks away (the local residents made their city 
politicians put in a residential parking system near the station.) 
 
(see note below on snow emergencies and car towing.) 
 
Since I am running early for the train, and the gas gauge is near empty (a bad thing in 
cold weather but a habitual condition for the poor), I decide to fill up at the nearby 
Stewarts. The price is $3.35 a gallon. I decide to only put in $25 to reflect my entire 
weekly basic grant. (It would have been about $35 to fill the tank). 
 
Our team of experts is still trying to figure out the transportation allowance for work 
activities. The Earned Income Disregard for those welfare participants with paid 
employment ignores the first $90 to cover the costs of employment. This works out to 
$21 a week but this is for all work expenses – transportation, tools, clothing, fees (e.g., 
licenses), etc. As noted before, the transportation allowances for work differs from 
county to county. Trudi Renwick of the Fiscal Policy Institute finds out that Saratoga 
County DSS will reimburse me 10 cents a mile if my work is further than 4 miles or a 1 
hour walk from my home. At 25 miles a day roundtrip to work, for 150 miles weekly I 
would get $15. Since I spend about $35 a week for gas, $20 of my basic grant would be 
for gas. This of course doesn’t deal with other car related costs such as insurance, repairs 
or routine maintenance (e.g., oil change). 
 
Amtrak now requires advance registration, part of their ongoing effort to make travel as 
cumbersome as possible. I have been denied a seat several times when I showed up at the 
last moment. Their internet registration system requires a credit card, which not every PA 
person has. You can call to make a reservation without a credit card, though this is not 
stated on their website. I used one of their automated machines to get my ticket but I 
discover that I don’t have a pen to sign the ticket as required. I can’t afford the $1 or so to 
buy one at the newsstand. 
 
Fortunately, I don’t drink coffee, so I don’t need to spend $1.50 on an early morning cup 
of coffee at the train station to get me going. 
 
I like to read the newspaper when I am on the train. I can’t of course afford to buy one for 
50 cents but do manage to find a discarded Times Union in the waiting room. I won’t be 
so lucky in finding a NY Times on the return trip from Penn Station, despite looking in 
half a dozen waste containers. The paper recycling bins have very narrow slots – partially 
to prevent people from re-using the papers; partially to prevent people from throwing in 
other garbage. 
 
Upon arriving at Penn Station, I bump into our legal aid expert also getting off. She 
promises to do more legal research on the work transportation allowance issue. 
 
I normally spend a $1 to buy a blueberry muffin at one of the street vending carts on my 
walk over to our office. Not today. 
 



I decline the staff’s offer to join them in going out for lunch. Fortunately, there is a water 
cooler, so I have a beverage with my now much flattened sandwich. One of the staff has 
also brought cookies in to share. 
 
The next big challenge is Bich Ha Pham, our Executive Director, is leaving to work for 
FPWA on Monday, so several of the Board members are going out with her and me after 
work for a goodbye dinner. When I got off the train this morning it was as cold as I ever 
felt it in NYC, so Bich Ha plans to use her monthly pass to take the subway the 12 blocks 
to the restaurant. (leaving me 16 blocks back to the train station afterwards). I can’t 
afford to spend $4 for a roundtrip subway ride, so I walk to the restaurant. (Fortunately, it 
has warmed up a bit.) 
 
Technically, I am entitled to get my meals reimbursed when I am traveling for Hunger 
Action, so I don’t have to worry about covering my meal. But we are all chipping in for 
Bich Ha and my share comes to around $6. Twice my daily basic grant. I decide to count 
only $3 since if I was on PA, for a special occasion we would have looked for a place that 
had $8 dinners rather than $16 (and no drinks of course, just water). Even PA recipients 
however do occasionally want to be able to celebrate special occasions. 
 
Arriving back in Rensselaer, I am relieved to find that my car hasn’t been towed. It is 
much colder here than in NYC and it takes almost half a minute before the ignition 
catches. 
 
Note 2. Snow emergencies and car towing. 
 
I get up at 6:30 AM to try to find out if the City of Rensselear has declared a snow 
emergency triggering alternate side of the street parking. The only thing that I can find is 
that Albany has declared one. Albany aggressively tows cars in snow emergencies, often 
more than one hundred, so it like to declare them often. Many of us suspect the city uses 
the revenue to pay for the snow plowing (the old system had been to wait for the sun to 
melt the snow on side streets, which meant they might be impassable for weeks). It is of 
course low-income persons who are most likely to be hit by the towing charge and ticket 
(well in excess of $100) because they are more likely tenants without driveways. Cutting 
the number of available parking spots by probably a third is a game of musical chairs 
where someone always loses out. And if you can’t come up with the cash right away to 
bail your car out, you may be saying goodbye to it if it is a clunker since the daily charges 
rapidly mount up. The Osborne Street  Garage that holds the City towing contract is 
another scandal, a vulture roaming the city looking for cars to tow, often poaching cars 
that are legally parked. Even if you get the city judge to forgive the ticket, you still have 
to pay the towing and storage charges. 
 


